Ranger III Instrumentation Update
17 June 2009
The second design upgrade of the Ranger III sensor system was installed on-board on 06/09/2009,
during a regular run out to Isle Royale. Prior to deployment, the system was calibrated and tested in the
laboratory. Before reporting on the installation status, we will review the system design goals, and how
these goals were met.

Design Goals
The most desirable design would meet these requirements:
1. Minimal installation changes to the ship or ship systems.
◦ Pulling wires, cutting holes, and other such changes require crew assistance, and can
interfere with the normal duties.
2. Distributed instrument packages and displays.
◦ The GPS antenna will need an unobstructed view of the sky. It may need to be mounted on
or above the command-deck.
◦ The water-measuring instruments will need to tap into cooling water below-decks in the
engine room.
◦ Meteorological instruments must be placed above decks, but out of the way.
◦ The real-time display system will be placed in the passenger lounge.
3. Extensible to other sensors without modification
◦ Once the feasibility of the system is established, it is expected that additional sensors will be
added. Minor modifications are desired, to ease this upgrade.
4. Easy adaptation to other vessels and sensing missions.
The design that was chosen is modular, robust, and can make use of existing ship infrastructure.

Final Design
The final design of the system is described below. The system itself has three distinct components:
1. The interconnections between the packages. In this case, the instrumentation packages all
contain web-servers, Ethernet interfaces, and the interconnections are combinations of standard
networks (including both wired and wireless connections).
2. The sensor packages. These must be modular and unobtrusive. Each package has been designed
to occupy as small a space as practical, and to be self- contained.
3. The control computer (located in the passenger lounge) which has a real-time display unit and
data logger. This is a stock Dell computer which runs special software to collect data from all
the instrumentation packages, integrate the data, store it for later retrieval, and display it in realtime. This is shown below.

4. An ARGOS uplink for near-real-time transmission of some of the data for diagnostics and
analysis.
The system is designed so that instrumentation packages can be added (or removed) with little impact.
The only requirement on a new sensor package is that it have a web-interface with a tabular display of
the data on its home-page. No software changes are needed to the other packages; only the data logging
and display module needs to “know” about the packages. These packages can be distributed; they can
be placed anywhere that network access can be provided, allowing for flexible locations as needed. The
hardware of which the system is built is all standard, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS). The only
customizations are in the software driving the system, and in packaging.
Each instrumentation module has its own local, non-volatile, storage. If the network fails for some
reason, the data will still be logged (locally), and can be combined later (manually) for analysis.
System Summary
A block diagram of the system is shown below.
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“WQ” is the water-quality sensors package, “GPS/WX” is the weather/GPS/ARGOS package.
Interconnections
Since parts of the system must reside in at least three different locations on-board, and as we cannot
add any more wiring to the vessel, we must make use of existing infrastructure that penetrates to all
these locations. Such a system would be the 120VAC powerlines present throughout the ship. It is
possible to use these wires to carry communications, in particular Ethernet, anywhere on-board,
accessing the network through standard duplex receptacle. An example of the hardware that does this
is shown below.

A schematic view of how everything is connected is depicted below.
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S= Switch, R=Router, WR=wireless router, PL=powerline ethernet, DL=datalogger, W=wireless card

During the early testing phase, it was discovered that the internal wiring on the ship's decks are on
separate circuits.. As a result, some powerline Ethernet nodes were unable to communicate between
decks. To resolve this issue existing Ethernet wiring between decks will be used, combined with
wireless access points at passages between decks, such as the stairs. This combination of wired and
wireless networks gives us complete coverage throughout the Ranger III.
Sensor Packages
Each sensor package connects to the established network using an integrated Ethernet controller with
built-in web-server. The sensors are built using an embedded sensing platform, which have a variety of
communication options available. The microcontroller itself consists of an 8-processor CPU with
associated EEPROM and RAM for program and data storage.
Shown below is the GPS/Weather package which was installed.
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This module combines a microcontroller, SD-RAM card for data backup, a small, full-color OLED
display, Garmin GPS, Vaisala WXT520 weather sensor, and Ethernet interface into a package that
provides the location of the ship as well as accurate time. Parameters that are recorded include air
temperature, humidity, rainfall intensity, accumulated rainfall, and wind speed and direction. The GPS
antenna is external to the main package and was placed where it can receive a signal. Data from this
package is stored internally on the SD card, as a precaution in case of network failure. The control
computer on the passenger deck retrieves data from this unit via powerline Ethernet. The GPS
information is displayed while the system is running, including diagnostic output if problems arise.
There is an ARGOS uplink transmitter as part of the GPS/weather package . The transmit buffer is
limited to 31 bytes, so not all the data can be sent in a single transmission. We have chosen to send
only the critical water-quality measurements. These values arrive at the ARGOS downlink station, and
are transferred automatically on a regular basis to an MTRI computer for analysis. A future task is to
abstract these data, process them, and display them on the MTRI web-site.
A version of the water sensor package is shown below. The installed version is similar in layout.

This package also contains it's own microcontroller, SD RAM card and Ethernet interface. A pump
(lower center) is used to send water through the flow cell containing the sensors (right). A YSI 6600
sensor head containing conductivity, temperature, pH, ORP, turbidity, and chlorophyll probes is
installed. The measurements are output through the network as well as stored on an SD RAM card. A
standard VGA monitor and PS2 keyboard can be connected for calibration and diagnostic purposes.
The case will remain closed unless the device is being calibrated or the memory card changed. The
packlage is shown below.

There are power, network, and water lines connected to the outside of the case. On the front of the case
is a Start/Stop Button, and two lights. The Ready light indicates when the system is ready to collect
data. The Run light is on while data collection is in progress.

Software Description
Each package contains software that reads the values from the local sensors, and writes the
measurements to storage in the Ethernet interface. This interface contains a web-server , which reads
these stored values, and constructs a web-page (in tabular form) displaying these data when the web

page is accessed. Any standard web-browser can display this page, although that is only done for
diagnostic purposes.
The control and data-logging system has software that does the following:
1. Sequences through the sensor packages, retrieving their web pages (containing the
measurements) from each).
2. Parses the collected data into a string which is stored to a file for later analysis.
3. Creates web pages containing plots of these data, for display to the passengers.
4. Writes some of the data to the satellite transmitter, for uplink in near-real-time.
In addition, the software monitors the ship's speed, and whenever it exceeds 5 knots, a new data
collection is initiated. When the ship docks, the files are closed, and the system remains in an idle state.
Finally, all the collected data, along with a map showing the ship's location, are displayed for passenger
viewing. When the ship is stationary, interesting facts about Isle Royale and Lake Superior are
displayed. When the ship begins moving, and a data collection is initiated, plots of all the collected data
are displayed, along with a map and fact-sheets. Typical displays are shown below.

Collected Data Example
Below is a plot showing air temperature, water temperature, and a measurement of the intake pipe
temperature collected between Rock Harbor and Hougton.

All data are stored in a CSV file, suitable for immediate GIS processing. Here is an example showing
the temperatures near Isle Royale on 6/10/09 plotted on a map, using the recorded GPS information..

A plot showing the chlorophyll measurement taken on 6/10/09 is shown below.

Summary
The system, consisting of a GPS module, a weather monitor, a water-sensor module, and a data-logging
and display computer, has been assembled, tested, calibrated, and installed aboard the Ranger III. The
software driving each of these modules has been documented and placed under revision control.

Next Steps
At this time, retrieving the recorded data is a manual process. We would like to be able to access the
data through the Internet connection to the ship whenever it is docked in Houghton. This can be
accomplished by writing and installing a script that transmits the data (via FTP) to MTRI when this
connection is detected. Having frequent data uploads will allow us to both dietect and diagnose
problems with the system or sensors as they arise, and to detect trends as they are occuring.
The pH/ORP probe appears to be temperature-sensitive, but not in the expected way. That is, usually as
temperature increases, pH decreases, but we are observing an opposite trend. According to the
manufacturer, this should not be happening, and indicates either a defective probe, or a defective circuit
board. Since the circuit board was replaced just prior to deployment, it is likely that a probe
replacement is needed.
The outreach component is being modified, based on inputs from staff, passengers, and crew of the
Ranger.

